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There's a popular misconception that breaking into the modeling business requires expensive head

shots and other costly investments. Judy Goss, a former Ford model and professional with twenty

years in the business, has set out to dispel that myth once and for all, and tell you how you can

actually launch your career for $20 or less. Judy breaks the process down into four simple steps:

Preparation, Pictures, Promotion, and Presentation. She gives countless suggestions and tells all

sorts of industry secrets, such as how to:* Determine what type of model you are* Take your own

pictures at home in the right poses and clothes* Prepare what to say and do at casting calls* Avoid

costly scams* And much more.Judy's expert advice will guide aspiring models of any age through

the process of finding representation with a reputable agency or manager, and it provides a valuable

resource to fall back on even after models start working. This comprehensive, step-by-step guide is

the only book you'll need to launch the career of your dreams.
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I found the Kindle version of this book useful, assuming what she says is true (I haven't put her



recommendations to the test). I am somewhat disappointed that she doesn't address specialty

modeling at all (hand models, foot models) which is what I'm looking into pursuing. But I will

extrapolate some of the info here & see what happens.

This is a worthy investment of your time and money. It will give you an advantage by showing you

all about the industry of modeling and helps you learn how to market yourself and behave

professionally. If you are serious about looking into the industry, buy this book. Don't just read it,

study it. Understand it. Because of this book, I am now a model with representation.

An excellent book for anyone thinking of a career in modeling. The author takes you in front of and

behind the scenes, and shares her 20 years of experience on both sides: being a model and an

agent. It a realistic and practical guide with attention placed on protecting budding models from the

pitfalls of this highly competitive industry. She tells is like it is.

Judy's book is the very first thing ANY hopeful model should pick up. It is written with direct

experience, has very specific examples, and is the single most informative source for modeling

information that I've found. She writes in a positive and encouraging tone, and even gives you some

contacts at the end of the book. Bottom line: DON'T SKIP THIS. I will keep this and refer to it many

times.

Best book of this type that I've been able to locate.

I didn't fully understand how to get into modeling until I READ THIS BOOK! I really enjoyed reading

it and I learned a lot about modeling, how to get into the business,ways to avoid scams,etc. I was

very pleased reading this book. It was easy to follow and very informative. It's one book thats worth

buying without any regrets!!

As a budding model, I find the information in this book invaluable. With a monetarily-conscious state

of mind, I welcome the opportunity to praise Ms. Goss for her honesty and taking a stand against

make-me-a-model scams. Please read if you're serious about modeling, but short on cash. I hope it

gives you the clear-head it gave me.

While actual breaking into modeling is not at all easy, the directions and general guidelines in this



volume are amazingly easy to read and project future actions thereon. I bought this for a friend who

now is planning to work part-time as a model for figure drawing classes. She thinks the volume is

wonderful. Thanks!
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